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Review and edit of Weedy Garden Plants gardening guide
This quote is to provide a technical review of the weedy garden plants publication, plus a
final copy edit for grammatical errors. Tasks are itemised below and based on Wild Matters
interpretation of the requirements of the Sydney Weeds Network Inc. Wild Matters can
update this quote if our interpretation is not accurate.

Task 1 - Species names to be checked for accuracy/currency. This includes:
- names included on the inside cover of the publication;
- the introductory pages to each species section (e.g. those included as other problematic
species' for vines & scramblers; ground covers etc.).
- re-formatting the index to include 1 index for scientific names and 1 index for common
names (names would also be checked for accuracy/currency).

Task 2 - Review of the Plant Me Instead section to ensure no recommendations are declared
or environmental weeds.

Task 3 - Reviewing/redrafting the content of the red boxes on each species profile page. This
would involve following a set style for each box (e.g. what the weed is (i.e. that it’s a tree,
water weed, shrub, vine, etc) as well as what’s most interesting about it (i.e. its roots can
break through cement; it can become an impenetrable wall; it’s highly poisonous).

Task 4 - Reviewing/editing the general information section to ensure technical accuracy.

Task 5 - Copy edit to check for grammar and spelling, sentence structure and punctuation.

This quote does not include a review of technical information contained with in each species
profile.

Description Quantity Unit Price GST Amount AUD

Task 1 0.75 1,010.00 10% 757.50

Task 2 0.50 1,010.00 10% 505.00

Task 3 0.50 1,010.00 10% 505.00

Task 4 2.50 1,010.00 10% 2,525.00

Task 5 1.00 1,500.00 10% 1,500.00



Subtotal 5,792.50

TOTAL  GST  10% 579.25

TOTAL AUD 6,371.75


